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ABSTRACT: The modiﬁed long-wavelength approximation
(MLWA), a next order approximation beyond the Rayleigh limit,
has been applied usually only to the dipole l = 1 contribution and
for the range of size parameters x not exceeding x ≲ 1 to estimate
far- and near-ﬁeld electromagnetic properties of plasmonic
nanoparticles. Provided that the MLWA functional form for the
T-matrix in a given channel l is limited to the ratio T ∼ iR/(F + D
− iR), where F is the familiar size-independent Fröhlich term and
R ∼ 6(x 2l + 1) is a radiative reaction term, there is a one-parameter
freedom in selecting the dynamic depolarization term D ∼ 6(x 2) which preserves the fundamental feature of the MLWA that its
predictions coincide with those of the Mie theory up to the order 6(x 2). By exploiting this untapped design freedom, we
demonstrate on a number of diﬀerent metals (Ag, Al, Au, Mg), and using real material data, that the MLWA may surprisingly yield
very accurate results for plasmonic spheres both for (i) x = 1 and beyond, and (ii) higher order multipoles (l > 1), essentially
doubling its expected range of validity. Because the MLWA obviates the need of using spherical Bessel and Hankel functions and
allows for an intuitive description of (nano)particle properties in terms of a driven damped harmonic oscillator parameters, a
signiﬁcantly improved analysis and understanding of nanoparticle scattering and near-ﬁeld properties can be achieved.

■

INTRODUCTION
For over a century, the Mie theory,1 which provides a rigorous
and complete description of the light scattering from spherical
particles, has been an indispensable tool for numerous
applications. The theory oﬀers a reliable description of
electromagnetic ﬁelds inside, in a close proximity of, or far
away from spherical particles of any material, and has been
employed in ongoing development of plasmonic applications
of small metal particles in biology, energy conversion,
medicine, sensing, and many other ﬁelds. Nonetheless, the
popularity of intuitive approximate descriptions of light
scattering nowadays appears to be even greater than before,
as witnessed by applications of coupled mode theory,2−4
coupled harmonic oscillators model,5−7 and modal expansions.8−10 The prime example is the Rayleigh limit, which
preceded the Mie theory1 and, in spite of its deﬁciencies (e.g.,
cannot account for a size dependent red-shift of the localized
surface plasmon resonance (LSPR) (cf. section 12.1.1. of ref
11) and predicts zero extinction and negative absorption for
purely dielectric particles), it has been repeatedly used in
various analytic considerations to describe LSPR, the basics of
surface-enhanced Raman spectroscopy (SERS)12 and other
plasmonic properties.
The focus of the present work is on the so-called modiﬁed
long-wavelength approximation (MLWA),13−24 which is a
next-order approximation beyond the Rayleigh limit. The
present study is limited to spherical particles, in which case the
© 2021 American Chemical Society

MLWA yields results coinciding with the Mie theory up to the
order 6(x 2), with x = krs being the conventional size
parameter, where rs is spherical particle radius, and k is
wavenumber of an incident plane wave in the host medium.
The MLWA overcomes the main shortcoming of the quasistatic Rayleigh limit and has been known to rather precisely
capture size-dependence of the elementary cross sections,
including the red-shift of the LSPR (section 12.1.1. of ref
11), an additional red-shift of the near-ﬁeld intensity peak
relative to the LSPR,23 and local ﬁeld enhancements. Usually,
like the Rayleigh limit, the MLWA was, with a notable
exception,22 applied only to the electric dipole (l = 1)
contribution. The results of refs 22 and 24 have shown that the
MLWA can be surprisingly accurate not only for x ≲ 1 (which
is the expected range of validity of the MLWA by its very
deﬁnition), but also for higher order multipole contributions (l
> 1), and for x well above unity.22,24 The unexpected accuracy
of the MLWA is a pleasant and very useful surprise that
deserves further examination.
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Schebarchov et al.22 needed to keep terms up to the order
6(x 4) in the expansion of spherical Bessel functions to achieve
reliable results for x ≳ 1. Surprisingly enough, we show here
that one can improve on the predictive power of the 6(x 4)
approximation of ref 22 by keeping only terms 6(x 2) upon
optimizing the so-called dynamic depolarization term. Our
focus on the 6(x 2)-MLWA is that, at least in the dipole case,
only the 6(x 2)-MLWA allows for an intuitive description of
scattering and near-ﬁeld properties of Drude-like plasmonic
particles in terms of a driven damped harmonic oscillator with
the Abraham-Lorenz force, mass, and stiﬀness directly related
to corresponding partial depolarization terms.23 Such an
intuitive description is easy to analyze, which may result in a
signiﬁcantly improved understanding of nanoparticle scattering
and its near-ﬁeld, thereby facilitating design of (nano)particles
with desired properties. Our optimized 6(x 2)-MLWA captures
photonic properties of a particle as an interplay of three basic
terms: a quasi-static Fröhlich term F, the dynamic depolarization term D (∼x2), and a radiative reaction term R (∼x 2l + 1),
while providing a better match to the Mie theory than that
obtained in earlier works.22,24 We demonstrate this in detail for
various plasmonic particles (Ag, Al, Au, Mg) for l ≥ 1 and
beyond x = 1 on using real material data.25,26 The optimized
MLWA will be shown to yield remarkable agreement of the
peak position and height with those in the exact Mie theory,
and to possess an enlarged range of validity essentially twice as
large as it has been initially expected.
Particle electric multipole polarizabilities αl can be obtained
in the quasi-static limit from the corresponding T-matrix
elements TEl conveniently described by MLWA. Therefore, any
quasi-static method intrinsically based on elementary polarizabilities, such as Maxwell-Garnett homogenization formulas,27−29 a coupled-dipole (CDA) or discrete-dipole approximation (DDA),30−32 Gersten and Nitzan approximation for
determining nonradiative decay rates33,34 can, in principle, be
immediately improved by adopting our results. An insight
provided by our MLWA can be also straightforwardly
employed in layer and bulk Korringa-Kohn-Rostocker
photonic multiple-scattering theories35−39 to analyze in simple
terms the eﬀect of periodic arrangement of spherical scatterers
in a plane, or in a three-dimensional lattice, on various singlesphere multipole contributions.

σext; pl = −

σsca =

σabs; pl = −

2(2l + 1)π
[|Tpl|2 + Re(Tpl)]
k2

∑ σsca;pl ,

σabs =

(3)

∑ σabs;pl ,

p,l

σext =

p,l

∑ σext;pl
p,l

In the case of a homogeneous sphere, Mie solution1
explicitly determines the respective T-matrix elements in a
given lth angular momentum channel as (eq 2.127 of ref 40)
Tpl = −

υ[xjl (x)]′jl (xs) − jl (x)[xsjl (xs)]′
υ[xhl(x)]′jl (xs) − hl(x)[xsjl (xs)]′

(4)

where the respective jl and hl = hl(1) are the conventional
spherical Bessel and Hankel functions (section 10 of ref 41),
prime denotes the derivative with respect to the argument, x =
krs is the conventional dimensionless size parameter, xs = xn,
where n = ns /nh = εsμs /(εhμ h ) is the relative refractive
index contrast of the sphere (ns) and the host (nh), and εs (εh)
is the sphere (host) permittivity, and μs (μh) is the sphere
(host) permeability. One has, assuming nonmagnetic media, υ
= μs/μh = 1 for magnetic polarization, and υ = ε ≔ εs/εh for
electric polarization.
In the familiar Rayleigh limit,
TE1 → TE1;R =

2ix 3 ε − 1
3 ε+2

(x ≪ 1)

(5)

The overall x3-factor of TE1;R in eq 5 aﬀects only the magnitude
of TE1;R, but not its structure (i.e., a peak position). Because
TE1;R is purely imaginary for real εs, the resulting extinction
cross section σext;E1 for a purely dielectric sphere is, because
Re(TE1;R ) = 0 in eq 3, identically zero in the Rayleigh limit.
Therefore, the rigorous bound −Re(TE1;R ) ≥ |TE1;R |2 is not
satisﬁed, which violates unitarity (eqs 5a,b of ref 42 and eq C6
of ref 18). Moreover, the resulting absorption cross section
σabs;E1 for purely dielectric, and hence nonabsorbing, sphere is,
in virtue of Re(TE1;R ) = 0 in eq 2, negative, σabs;E1 = −σsca;E1 <
0. The modulus of TE1;R is also not prevented from exceeding
unity, thus violating rigorous bound |Tpl| ≤ 1 and implying
complex phase shifts with wrong imaginary part for ε ≈ −2.
From the above fundamental perspective, the Rayleigh limit
fails and it is a wonder that the Rayleigh limit is used so often
and in so many diﬀerent settings.12,43,44
Taming the Zoo of MLWAs. The usual MLWA13,16,18,21,22
is a limiting form of the Mie dipole term for x ≪ 1, that, unlike
the quasi-static Rayleigh approximation (eq 5), keeps both
dynamic depolarization (D ∼ x2) and radiative reaction (R ∼
x3) terms. The MLWA for a general l and p is required to
reproduce the Mie theory results up to the order 6(x 2). It
combines in a concise way three diﬀerent elementary terms,
involving the dynamic depolarization (D ∼ x2) and radiative
reaction (R ∼ x 2l + 1 for p = E and R ∼ x 2l + 3 for p = M), in the
functional form

NOTATION, DEFINITIONS, AND THE RAYLEIGH
LIMIT
The resulting cross sections for a plane electromagnetic wave
scattering from a spherical particle of radius rs are given as an
inﬁnite sum over all momentum channels l ≥ 1 and both
polarizations.11,40 According to eqs 2.135−8 of ref 40, any
given angular momentum channel l and polarization p (p = E
for electric (or TM) polarization, and p = M for magnetic (or
TE) polarization) contributes the following partial amount to
the resulting scattering, absorption, and extinction cross
sections,
2(2l + 1)π
|Tpl|2
2
k

2(2l + 1)π
Re(Tpl)
k2

where k = 2π/λ is the wavenumber, with λ being the incident
wavelength in the host medium. In an optical convention, −Tpl
are nothing but familiar Mie’s expansion coeﬃcients al and bl
(eq 4.53 of ref 11), i.e., TEl = −al and TMl = −bl . The resulting
full cross sections are determined as an inﬁnite sum,
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(6)

where
l+1
F≔υ+
l

(7)

is a size-independent quasi-static Fröhlich term. Without yet
going into the details of D and R, the sole functional form (eq
6) makes it already transparent that the usual Rayleigh limit
(eq 5), which amounts to setting D(x) = R(x) ≡ 0 in the
denominator, is essentially recovered for x, xs ≪ 1, l = 1, and p
= E. The vanishing of the size-independent F in the
denominator yields the usual quasi-static Fröhlich LSPR
condition, which determines the quasi-static LSPR frequencies
ω0l . In the case of Drude ﬁt of εs,
εs = ε∞ −

iREl(x)

∼
F+

(

l−2
ε
l+1

l + 1) 2
x − iREl(x)
) l(2(l l+−1)(2
1)(2l + 3)

(9)

(10)

(11)

(12)

+1

where
REl(x) ≔

(ε − 1)(l + 1)x 2l + 1
l(2l − 1) !! (2l + 1) !!

(13)

All of the above equations (eqs 9−12) constitute legitimate
MLWAs. Equation 9 results from (i) ﬁrst factorizing the Tmatrix in terms of the so-called K-matrix and (ii) taking the
limit x, xs ≪ 1 in the K-matrix (see the Supporting
Information). Equation 11 results from taking the limit x, xs
≪ 1 directly in the numerator and denominator of the Tmatrix in eq 4. Provided that the numerator of the T-matrix has
the form REl [1 + Ax2] as in eqs 9 and 11, following our recipe

ωp2
ω(ω + iγ )

where ε∞ is the high-frequency permittivity limit, ωp is the
bulk plasma frequency, and γ is a damping constant, one ﬁnds,
ω0l = ωp/ ε∞ + [(l + 1)εh /l ] . A size-dependent red shift of

the dipole LSPR, which cannot be accounted for by the
Rayleigh approximation, is determined by solving for the zeros
of the sum F + D(x) = 0. For purely real υ all the terms F, D,

(R1)−(R2) we can either ignore the 6(x 2) term in the square
bracket, or we may decide to multiply the numerator and
denominator of any of the above expression (eqs 9 and 11) by
f = 1 − Ax2. The latter provision will transform the 6(x 2) term
in the numerator into 6(x 4) term, which is subsequently
ignored. However, this provision brings about a change of D in
the denominator. This way one arrives at further alternative
MLWA expressions. For example, eq 10 is obtained from eq 9
by multiplying both the numerator and the denominator of the
rhs of eq 9 by 1 − ε x2/[(l + 1)(2l + 3)]. D(x) in eq 12 is
obtained from eq 11 by multiplying both the numerator and
the denominator of the latter by 1 + (ε + 1)x2/[2(2l + 3)].
Equations 9−12 make it transparent that TEl in any given
channel is determined solely by a size-independent quasi-static
Fröhlich term F (eq 7), a dynamic depolarization term D (∼x2),
and a radiative reaction term REl (eq 13). However, as
illustrated in Figure 1, MLWA’s predictions may dramatically
diﬀer for x, xs ≳ 1, in spite of the fact that they all agree for x,
xs ≪ 1. As is obvious from Figure 1, the MLWA of eq 12
stands out by its performance from x ≪ 1 up to x ≳ 1.22,24
Nevertheless, all MLWAs correctly account up to 6(x 2)-term
for a size-dependent red shift of the dipole LSPR, whereas the
Rayleigh approximation does not. For instance, for l = 1, eq 12
becomes (cf. eq A3 of ref 18)

and R are real. Although the order of R of at least ∼ x 2l + 1 in
the denominator is larger than that of x2, it is its presence there
which ensures for purely real υ that |Tpl|2 = −Re(Tpl), i.e., σabs; l
≡ 0 (cf. eq 2), and unitarity σext; l = σsca; l (cf. eqs 1 and 3).
Furthermore, keeping R(x) in the denominator prevents the
modulus of Tpl from exceeding unity for x ≳ 1, complying with
the rigorous bound |Tpl | ≤ 1. The restriction σabs; l ≥ 0 translates
on substituting eq 6 into eq 2 in the constraint,
Im{R(x)[F * + D*(x)]} ≥ 0

Article

(8)

where the asterisk denotes complex conjugation.
Rigorously speaking, provided that we perform the limit x, xs
≪ 1 in each of the numerator and denominator of the T-matrix
(eq 4) following the recipe that
(R1) only terms up to 6(x 2) order in the asymptotic
expansion of each spherical Bessel function in eq 4 are kept
(see chapter 10 of ref 45),
(R2) in a product of a spherical Bessel and Hankel
functions, or of two Bessel functions, again only terms up to
6(x 2) order are kept and all higher order terms are neglected,
and then any such a limit functional form (eq 6) is
ambiguous (see the Supporting Information). For example, one
can arrive in a given (El) channel for nonmagnetic media
characterized by ε = n2 at (see the Supporting Information),

TE1 ∼

(ε − 1)
2ix 3
3
3 ε + 2 − (ε − 2)x 2 −
5

2i
(ε
3

− 1)x 3

(14)

On substituting into eqs 1−3, one ﬁnds the following cross
sections of the dipole MLWA contribution:
1965
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substitute eq 18 into the respective denominators of eqs 9−12,
whereby the real part of each denominator vanishes including
the terms 6(x 2). For a general (El)-pole, the position of an
(El)-pole LSPR up to the order x2 can be implicitly found as
follows:
Re(ε) ≈ −

2(l + 1)(2l + 1) 2
l+1
−
x
l
l(2l − 1)(2l + 3)

(19)

In order to better address the above intrinsic ambiguity of
the MLWA, let us limit its deﬁnition as an approximation
which satisﬁes the following axioms:
(A1) It has the functional form (eq 6), with the Fröhlich
term F and the radiative reaction term R ﬁxed by eqs 7 and 13,
respectively.
(A2) A dynamic depolarization term D (∼x2), required to
be at most linear in ε, has to reproduce the red shift (eq 19).
The above axioms are obviously satisﬁed by the MLWAs (eq
10) and (eq 12). It is not diﬃcult to demonstrate that for each
l there is an inﬁnite one parameter continuous family of
MLWAs, which satisfy the above axioms A1−A2, yet they all
have diﬀerent dynamic depolarization terms. Just assume D in
the following form:
D = (aε + b)x 2 ,

4π
10x 6 |ε − 1|2
15k 2 ε + 2 − 3 (ε − 2)x 2 − i 2 (ε − 1)x 3 2
5
3

(15)

σabs; E1 =

9x 3(x 2 + 5) Im(ε)
4π
2
15k ε + 2 − 3 (ε − 2)x 2 − i 2 (ε − 1)x 3 2
5
3

(16)

σext; E1 =

4π 9x 3(x 2 + 5) Im(ε) + 10x 6 |ε − 1|2
15k 2 ε + 2 − 3 (ε − 2)x 2 − i 2 (ε − 1)x 3 2
5
3

(17)

{

12x 2
5

(20)

}

(21)

where we have have used Im( −ε*) = Im(ε) to arrive at the
last equality. In the case of passive media without any gain
Im(ε) ≥ 0. Thus, the constraint 8 is automatically satisﬁed for
a , b ≥ 0. In particular, when eq 21 is combined with eq 20, eq
21 imposes a limitation on x only for a < 0, in which case the
constraint becomes the following:
ÄÅ
ÉÑ
ÅÅ
ÑÑ 2
2(l + 1)
Å
ÑÑx ≥ 0
Å
1 + ÅÅa +
Ñ
ÅÅÇ
(2l − 1)(2l + 3) ÑÑÑÖ
In the limit l ≫ 1 this reduces to 1 + ax 2 ≳ 0, which is in
agreement with that b ≈ a for l ≫ 1.
As has been illustrated in Figure 1, altering the dynamic
depolarization term D, while of course obeying the axiom A2,
can have a very dramatic eﬀect on the MLWA’s predictions. In
what follows, we exploit the untapped one-parameter freedom
in selecting an optimized D.
MLWA with Optimized Dynamic Depolarization
Term. The results shown in Figure 2 demonstrate the eﬀect
of optimizing D on the contributions of l = 1, 2, 3 electric
multipoles to the extinction eﬃciency of Ag, Al, Au, and Mg
nanospheres using real material data. The noble metals Ag and
Au are traditional plasmonic materials, yet they are rare and
expensive. Al is a much less expensive plasmonic metal, with
resonances in the UV and visible range up to ∼700 nm owing
to a strong interband transition leading to high losses at lower
energies.46,47 Mg is a recently emerging plasmonic metal

The unitarity of the MLWA, i.e., that σext; pl = σsca; pl + σabs; pl , can
be easily checked. One can also easily verify that, for
Im(ε) = 0, the common denominator |Δ|2, Δ(x) ≔F + D(x)
− iR(x), of the dipole MLWA cross sections (eqs 15−17)
vanishes at
Re(ε) ≈ −2 −

2(l + 1)(2l + 1)
l+1
a+
l
l(2l − 1)(2l + 3)

where a , b are real numbers. Note the following:
ÄÅ
ÉÑ|
l
ÅÅ
l+1
o
o
2Ñ
*
*
Å
+ (aε + b)x ÑÑÑÑo
Imo
m(ε − 1)ÅÅε +
}
Å
Ñ
l
ÅÇ
ÑÖ~
n
l+1
= Im ε
− ε* + ( −aε* + bε)x 2
l
ÅÄÅ (2l + 1)
ÑÉÑ
Å
Ñ
= ÅÅÅ
+ (a + b)x 2 ÑÑÑ Im(ε)
ÅÅÇ
ÑÑÖ
l

Figure 1. Comparison of extinction spectra for (a, b) Al, (c, d) Ag, (e,
f) Au, and (g, h) Mg NPs with diﬀerent radii rs in water (nh = 1.33)
host as calculated for the electric dipole (E1) channel, via exact Mie
theory, eq 4, and via diﬀerent limiting expressions for MLWA: eqs
9−12. Notice almost the same accuracy of MLWAs for small rs (left),
and diﬀerent accuracy for large rs (right). Real material data is used
for Al, Ag, Au,25 and Mg.26

σsca; E1 =

b=

(18)

up to the order x2, in which case Δ ≈ 6(x 3). The latter is, as it
should be, in agreement with the dipolar LSPR position in the
exact Mie theory up to the order of x2 (see section 12.1.1 of ref
11). The very same red-shift (eq 18) follows, as it should, also
on using any of eqs 9−12. The easiest way to verify this is to
1966
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Figure 2. Eﬀect of optimizing D on the contributions of l = 1, 2, 3
electric multipoles to the extinction eﬃciency of Al, Ag, Au, and Mg
nanospheres with rs = 50 nm, rs = 70 nm, rs = 100 nm, and rs = 120
nm, respectively. Spectra are calculated via exact Mie theory (eq 4)
and via MLWA (eq 6) with dynamic depolarization from eq 20 on
using diﬀerent a as labeled in plots.

Article

Figure 4. Comparison of the contributions of l = 1, 2, 3 electric
multipoles to the extinction eﬃciency of Ag nanospheres in water (nh
= 1.33) host as calculated via exact Mie theory (eq 4), via MLWA (eq
6) with dynamic depolarization from eq 20 using optimized parameter
a as labeled in plots, and via eqs 32, 39, and 40 of ref 22 for l = 1, 2, 3,
respectively. Notice diﬀerent rs are chosen for the most representative
results.

having a broad operating range. Recent experimental work has
demonstrated that top-down fabricated Mg nanostructures
sustain LSPRs.48,49
The results shown in Figures 3, 4, 5, and 6 provide a clear
demonstration of that our 6(x 2) MLWA surprisingly yields
very accurate results for plasmonic spheres both for (i) x up to
≳1 and beyond, and (ii) higher order multipoles (l > 1),

Figure 5. Comparison of the contributions of l = 1, 2, 3 electric
multipoles to the extinction eﬃciency of Au nanospheres in water (nh
= 1.33) host as calculated via exact Mie theory (eq 4), via MLWA (eq
6) with dynamic depolarization from eq 20 using optimized parameter
a as labeled in plots, and via eqs 32, 39, and 40 of ref 22 for l = 1, 2, 3,
respectively. Notice diﬀerent rs are chosen for the most representative
results.

essentially doubling its expected range of validity. The latter is,
as shown in Figure 7, independent of a host.
Quite unexpectedly, the precision of our results with an
optimized D can be noticeably better than that involving the
6(x 4) approximation of ref 22, which is shown for a
comparison in Figures 3−6. This observation becomes even
more striking after analyzing 6(x 4) asymptotics (x ≪ 1) for
spherical Bessel functions and their fractions for arbitrary l (see

Figure 3. Comparison of the contributions of l = 1, 2, 3 electric
multipoles to the extinction eﬃciency of Al nanospheres in water (nh
= 1.33) host as calculated via exact Mie theory (eq 4), via MLWA (eq
6) with dynamic depolarization from eq 20 using optimized parameter
a as labeled in plots, and via eqs 32, 39, and 40 of ref 22 for l = 1, 2, 3,
respectively. Notice diﬀerent rs are chosen for the most representative
results.
1967
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of the MLWA for l = 2, 3 has been presented by Schebarchov
et al.,22 however no general formulas valid for any l have been
presented. Other points are discussed below.
Comparison of 6(x 2) and 6(x 4) Approximations. The
MLWA form of TE1 (eq 14) as discussed in ref 18 (see eq A3
therein) has been improved with a quartic ∼x4 term in its
denominator (eq 33 of ref 22), and its domain of validity has
been investigated (Figure 3 of ref 22), together with its
generalization for l = 2, 3 (Figure 4 of ref 22). A distinct
advantage of the 6(x 4) approximation of Schebarchov et al.22
is that one has a ﬁxed formula for all particle parameters.
However, the 6(x 4) approximation disguises that our 6(x 2)
MLWA, with an optimized dynamic depolarization term D, can
actually improve on the predictive power of the 6(x 4)
approximation. The very fact that by dropping 6(x 4) terms
and keeping only terms 6(x 2), while optimizing D, one can
improve precision, as highlighted in Figures 3−7, is not only
surprising but also bears important consequences. The ﬁrst one
is conceptual, implying that the three basic MLWA quantities
F, D, and R suﬃce to obtain very good ﬁts over much larger
range of parameters than it has been expected. The other one
appears to provide us with some information about the, in
general nonuniform, internal ﬁeld Eint within the particle upon
plane wave illumination. Indeed, the assumption that the
internal ﬁeld Eint within the particle is uniform and constant on
the application of a constant exciting ﬁeld E0 is rigorously true
only in electrostatics for a particle with a general ellipsoid
shape. The larger the particle, the larger deviation from the
uniformity. For x ≳ 1, and especially for particle sizes
exceeding twice a metal skin depth, one cannot for sure assume
E0 to be constant over particle volume. As a matter of fact,
neither Eint nor exciting ﬁeld E0 can be regarded as
homogeneous over the particle volume of large particles
considered here.
In an attempt to improve the MLWA, section 3B of ref 18
considered a trial proﬁle of Eint modulated by ∼ k2r2 sin2 θ. In
the same attempt, Meier and Wokaun13 proposed to replace
the exciting ﬁeld E0 with its volume average (cf. also section
3C of ref 18). For all of the above (uniform and modulated)
analytic proﬁles of Eint and E0, one obtains only the 6(x 2) term
in depolarization without any 6(x 4) term in a bottom-up
approach to depolarization.18 The net eﬀect of the above
diﬀerent proﬁles of either Eint, or of exciting ﬁeld E0, is a
diﬀerent functional form of D ∼ 6(x 2) term. The fact that
6(x 2) MLWA still remains a very good approximation seems
to suggest that the ﬁtting parameter a of D in eq 20 can be seen
as allowing us to correct for a nonuniform, internal ﬁeld Eint.
Because the proﬁle of Eint is expected to change with particle
radius rs, the latter could explain why a given radius subinterval
requires its own a for the best ﬁt. A dependence of a on rs
should not be confused with a size x-dependence, because a
does not depend on the wavelength λ (cf. Figures 3−7).
Last but not least, recent work by Januar et al.23 has shown
that the 6(x 2) MLWA description of a Drude-like plasmonic
particle translates straightforwardly into an equivalent intuitive
description of scattering and near-ﬁeld properties in terms of a
driven damped harmonic oscillator with the Abraham-Lorenz
force, mass, and stiﬀness all directly related to corresponding
partial depolarization terms.23 Our work extends the validity of
the above intuitive description to much larger particle sizes,

Figure 6. Comparison of the contributions of l = 1, 2, 3 electric
multipoles to the extinction eﬃciency of Mg nanospheres in water (nh
= 1.33) host as calculated via exact Mie theory (eq 4), via MLWA (eq
6) with dynamic depolarization from eq 20 using optimized parameter
a as labeled in plots, and via eqs 32, 39, and 40 of ref 22 for l = 1, 2, 3,
respectively. Notice diﬀerent rs are chosen for the most representative
results.

Figure 7. Electric dipole (l = 1) contribution to the extinction
eﬃciency of Al, Ag, Au, and Mg nanospheres with rs = 30 nm, rs = 50
nm, rs = 50 nm, and rs = 80 nm, respectively, embedded in air (nh =
1.00), water (nh = 1.33) and quartz (nh = 1.50) medium. Spectra are
calculated via exact Mie theory (eq 4) shown in full line, and via
MLWA (eq 6) shown by dashed line, with dynamic depolarization
from eq 20 using optimized values of parameter a (for air, water, and
quartz, respectively): (a) −0.29, −0.29, −0.29; (b) −0.3, −0.25,
−0.23; (c) −0.41, −0.37, −0.33; (d) −0.11, −0.13, and −0.14.

the Supporting Information) and realizing that its range of
validity extends well beyond x = 1 with deviations less than 1%
with respect to exact results (Figures S1−S3, Supporting
Information).

■

DISCUSSION AND OPEN QUESTIONS
There are a number of novel features in our approach. For
instance, an ambiguity of the MLWA has been spotted
earlier,14,18,22 yet the inﬁnite, one-parameter, continuous family
of MLWAs has not been noted before. Some partial extension
1968
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whereby signiﬁcantly improved understanding of nanoparticle
scattering and near-ﬁeld properties can be achieved.
MLWA and Padé Approximation. The MLWA form (eq
6) with the size-independent quasi-static Fröhlich term (eq 7),
a dynamic depolarization term D (eq 20), and the radiative
reaction term REl (eq 13) is in its essence a rational polynomial
approximation to the exact T-matrix for each given l. In order
to address an intrinsic ambiguity of D term in a “ﬁxed formula
for all particle parameters” approach, a useful criterion could be
how a particular lth channel MLWA compares against the socalled [(2l + 1)/(2l + 1)]Tpl (x) Padé approximation50,51 of
the exact T-matrix Tpl . For this purpose one has to compare the
ﬁrst 4l + 2 derivatives at x = 0 of the MLWA (M in eqs S21,
Supporting Information) against those of the rigorous lchannel T-matrix (f in eq S21, Supporting Information). In
this regard, note that any change of D induces changes in the
Taylor expansion of a lth channel MLWA in any order
∼x 2l + 1 + 2k , k ≥ 1. If the respective derivatives do agree, then
the MLWA can be seen as the Padé approximation of the Tmatrix. One can compute the ﬁrst 4l + 2 derivatives for the
functional MLWA form 6 (see the Supporting Information).
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(GN) quasi-static approximation for determining nonradiative decay rates33 by making use of more precise
particle multipolar polarizabilities. Our results could
hopefully lead to improving the GN approximation,
which at present works for core−shell particles much
worse53 than for homogeneous particles.34
• Our precise approximation of TEl can be employed also
for a deeper understanding of plasmonic sensing,54−56
colors,57 and other applications58 as an interplay of three
elementary terms F, D, and R.
• An intuitive description of the dipole contribution of
Drude-like plasmonic particles in terms of a driven
damped harmonic oscillator23 may oﬀer deeper insight
into the above applications. Keeping only 6(x 2) terms
has a distinct advantage: higher-order (l > 1) MLWA of
Drude-like plasmonic particles could, in principle, be
intuitively described in terms of a driven damped
harmonic oscillator with a higher-order Abraham-Lorenz
force, mass, and stiﬀness directly related to corresponding depolarization terms, thereby extending validity of
the results of ref 23 to much larger particle sizes than
initially expected. There is a hope that such an intuitive
description could, in addition to a red-shift of near-ﬁeld
maximum,23 enable us to describe also a blue-shift of
absorption maximum.24

■

CONCLUSIONS
An intermediate range of sizes (rs ≳ 20 nm) of nanoparticles
clearly shows the inadequacy of the Rayleigh limit in their
description. The lack of unitarity and size dependency,
together with further shortcomings, of the latter, can be easily
overcome by the MLWA, which provides an economic and
concise description of the photonic properties of nanoparticles
in any multipole order l in terms of a size-independent quasistatic Fröhlich term F (eq 7), a dynamic depolarization term D
(eq 20), and a radiative reaction term R (∼x 2l + 1) (eq 13), all
combined together in the functional form (eq 6). On making
use of that there is an infinite one parameter set of diﬀerent
MLWAs which all satisfy the axioms A1−A2, we have
determined for each multipole order l an optimal dynamic
depolarization term, which yields the best agreement with the
Mie theory. Surprisingly enough, such an optimized MLWA
has been shown to provide a very reliable description even for
particle size parameter x ≳ 1, essentially doubling its expected
range of validity, which is much larger than has been ever
expected to be possible. Our results can be used in a number of
diﬀerent directions and settings:
• Numerical methods such as CDA and DDA30−32 which
divide scatterer into a large discrete set of subunits and
provide a means for calculating its optical response as
the result of interaction of elementary dipoles, each
corresponding to one of the scatterer subunits, and each
described by its own dipole polarizability. Since particle
dipole polarizability α1 is directly related to the dipole
TE1 by α1 = −3iTE1/(2k3), any method which is
intrinsically based on elementary polarizabilities, can,
in principle, beneﬁt by adopting our results.
• Using dipole MLWA polarizabilities, one can obtain an
intermediary Maxwell-Garnett formula improving the
usual quasi-static Maxwell-Garnett formula, while
providing an insight into the extended Maxwell-Garnett
formula.27,52
• In addition to the dipole MLWA as in ref 34, the higherorder MLWA results of this paper can be straightforwardly used to further amend the Gersten and Nitzan

• Our MLWA expression can be straightforwardly
implemented within traditional multiple-scattering theories35−39 to analyze in simple terms the eﬀect of
periodic arrangement of spherical scatterers in a plane,
or in a three-dimensional lattice, on various singlesphere multipole contributions.
• Our ﬁnding of the one-parameter freedom of the
dynamic depolarization term could be of use also for
other particle shapes and compositions. For example, the
applicability of the MLWA extends to spheroids,14,17,18,23 which yield for suitable aspect ratios
remarkably good approximation for disks (for instance,
disks with height 20 nm and radii from 20 to 250 nm
were approximated as oblate spheroids in ref 19), rods,55
cubes, and cuboids,20 core−shell,22,59 multilayered,60
and graded-index particles.61
Such an economic description of plasmonic properties as an
interplay of three elementary terms F, D, and R, provided by
the MLWA, is easy to analyze and understand, and thus design
nanoparticles with desired properties at the expense of using
inherently sophisticated and diﬃcult to understand spherical
Bessel and Hankel functions. Hopefully in the future no review
on plasmonic properties of small metal particles will ever
ignore the MLWA.43
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